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Abstract

In our work we investigate the informational capacity of Hop�eld fully connected neu�
ral network NN� with �	 neurons� states by computer simulation� The results of our
computer experiments were approximated by formulae which are ordinarily used in
analytical approaches� It allowed us to extrapolate the results of computer simulation
to the case of thermodynamic limit when the number of NN neurons N � �� Some
results of such extrapolation were compared with those which have been obtained ear�
lier� These two kinds of results were found to be close� Information amount which is
extracted from the network due to a certain proposed decoding procedure was calcu�
lated� It was shown that this procedure allows to extract from the network amount
of information I � ��	�N� that is close to the well known high limit of information
capacity evaluated by thermodynamic approach on the base of spin�glass theory�
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� Introduction

Since the Hop�eld paper appeared �	� Hop�eld NN has become one of the most ex�
tensively investigated object of the NN theory� Of main interest has been its informa�
tional properties� It is beyond belief but the evaluation of the amount of information
extracted from the Hop�eld Network for any retrieval procedure has been absent up to
now� Here we evaluate this amount for a certain natural decoding procedure described
in the following�

Hop�eld NN is one of the models of the autoassociative memory� During learning
phase the set of patterns X ll � 	� � � � � L�� which we will call etalons� are sequentially
presented to NN and stored by modi�cation of the connection matrix T �

During the retrieval phase some patterns X � are taken as NN initial states which
are treated as NN inputs� Then NN dynamics tend to some stable states X �� which are
treated as NN outputs� If input patterns X � are close to stored etalons in the sense of
Hamining distance� they are called familiar� In the opposite case they are called novel�

Due to some decision rule NN recognizes familiar and novel patterns among input
patterns X �� If X � is recognized as familiar then output pattern X �� is assumed to be
a correction of X �� The example of one of the decision rules is described below�

Thus decoding procedure consists of two functions� recognition and correction�
Usually only information which is extracted from the network due to correction is taken
into account ���� But it has been shown ��� that it leads to a high underestimation of
the total information which can be extracted from the memory� Here we calculate
amounts of information extracted both by recognition and correction on the basis of
computer simulation�

� Model Description

In the case of fully connected Hop�eld network the elements of connection matrix are
de�ned by equations

Ti�j �
	

N

X
l

X l
iX

l
j � Ti�i � � i� j � 	� ��� N� l � 	� ��� L

where X l are bipolar vectors written into the memory� Let these vectors be called
etalons� Their elements are assumed to be statistically independent and equal to 	 or
�	 with probability p � ����

The discrete time neural network dynamics is de�ned by equation

Xit� 	� � sgn 
X
j

Ti�jXjt�� i� j � 	� � � � � N

where sgn�� �

���
��

�	 if � � �
unchanged if � � �
�	 if � � �

It is known that for asynchronous mode that means that at each time step only one
neuron can change its state� this activity starting from some initial state X � reaches

	



one of the stable states X ��� In our model the sequence of neurons which may change
their states is given�

When relatively few etalons are stored� the stable states X �� will correspond to these
etalons� But there exists a large number of spurious stable states i�e� states which are
far from written etalons� The measure of distance between two network states X� and
X� is given by the formula

mX��X�� �
	

N

NX
j��

X��jX��j�

where m is called overlap and is ranged between �	 and 	�
It is evident that network informational properties depend on

i� probability P� that given etalon has in its vicinity a stable state

ii� mean distance between etalons and their nearest stable states ms

iii� shape and size of etalons� basins of attraction

iv� number of spurious stable states M

v� shapes and sizes of spurious stable states basins of attraction

Most of these properties of the Hop�eld network have already been investigated see
for example ���� ����� The main goal of this work is to evaluate how these properties
a�ect information which is extracted from the memory under considered decoding pro�
cedure and to �nd by computer experiments asymptotical equations for informational
properties in the case of N ���

� Mathematical Background

The simplest and natural decoding procedure which is based on the ability of the
network to produce stable states near written etalons with rather large basins of at�
traction is the following� Let random network states X � be sequentially taken as its
initial states� Let pattern X � be assumed as familiar for one of the stored etalons X l if
mX l�X �� � mth� Let pattern X � be recognized as familiar if mX ��X ��� � mth where
X �� is a stable state to which network activity tends from initial state X �� This decision
rule can be easily realized by some auxiliary neural network�

To calculate information extracted from the network due to recognition of one of
the familiar input pattern let us introduce two binary variables � and �� and assume
that � � 	 if X � is familiar to one of the stored etalon X l� � � � otherwise� Let �� � 	
if X � is recognized as familiar for X l� �� � � if X � is recognized as unfamiliar for X l�

Recognition � ��

Correct recognition of familiar pattern 	 	
Missing familiar pattern 	 �
Correct recognition of novel pattern � �
False recognition of novel pattern � 	

�



Thus the sequence of � assigns familiar and unfamiliar input pattern for X l when
nothing is known about the relations between X � and X �� and the sequence �� assigns
them under the condition that decision device recognized them as familiar or unfamiliar�

According to de�nition ��� the amount of information which is necessary to �nd the
value � � 	 among the sequence of � is equal to

I � ld	�P �

where P is the probability that � � 	 in the sequence of � that is the probability that
random pattern X � is familiar for X l� ldx� is the logarithm of x on the base �� Since
the number of neurons with equal activities for two patterns with overlap m is given
by formula 	 �m�N�� then

P �� C
���mth�N

�
N ��N

then

I � N	� h	 �mth�����

where hx� � xld	�x� � 	 � x�ld	�	 � x�� is the Shannon function� The amount
of information which is necessary to �nd the value � � 	 among the sequence of �
corresponding to �� � 	 is equal to

I � � ld	�P ��

where P � is the probability that � � 	 given that �� � 	� i�e� the probability that X �

which is recognized as familiar is really familiar� Then information which is extracted
from the network due to recognition of one of the familiar input patterns for one of the
stored etalons is equal to

J� � I � I � � N	 � h	 �mth���� � ld	�P ���N��

The whole information which is extracted from the network due to recognition of
familiar inputs for all etalons is equal to

I� � LP�J� � LNP�	 � h	 �mth���� � ld	�P ���N� 	�

where P� is the probability that given etalon has a stable state in its vicinity� Then
information which is extracted from one synaptical connection is given by

E� � I��N
� � 	P�	 � h	 �mth���� � ld	�P ���N� ��

where 	 � L�N �
Let X � be familiar for X l� The amount of information which is extracted from NN

due to correction of one of the familiar inputs for one of the stored etalons is given by
the formula

J� � IX l� X ��X ���� � HX ljX ���HX ljX ��X ���
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where

HX ljX �� � Nh	 �mth����

and

HX ljX ��X ��� �� HX ljX ��� � Nh	 �mst����

where mst is the average overlap between etalon and the stable state in its vicinity if
it exists� We can put HX ljX ��X ��� �� HX ljX ��� because usually 	 �mst � 	 �mth

that is X �� is much closer to X l than X �� If mth
�� mst correction is not performed at

all�
The whole information which is extracted from the network due to correction is

equal to

I� � LP�J� � LNP�h	 �mth���� � h	 �mst����� ��

and

E� � I��N
� � 	P�h	 �mth���� � h	 �mst����� ��

per one synaptical connection�
The total information which is extracted from the memory due to both recognition

and correction is equal to

I � I� � I� � LNP�	� h	 �mst���� � ld	�P ���N� ��

and

E � E� � E� � 	P�	 � h	 �mst���� � ld	�P ���N� ��

per one synaptical connection�
Hence NN informational characteristics are expressed now in terms of P�� P � and

mst whose dependence on 	 and mth can be estimated by Monte�Carlo simulations�

� Computer Simulation

��� Evaluation of P� and mst

To evaluate the probability P� that given etalon has a stable state in its vicinity and
mean overlap mst between etalon and such stable state similarly to ��� the etalons
themself were used as initial network states� The �nal stable states were assumed to
be unspurious if their overlaps with initial states were greater than m�� Computer
experiments were carried with 	� di�erent random sets of etalons for each values L
and N � Each written etalon was tested for the presence of a stable state in its vicinity�
Thus each value of P� was calculated by 	�L trials and each value of mst was calculated
by 	�PL trials�
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Probability distribution of overlaps between etalons and stable states in the vicinity
of m � 	 is shown in Fig� 	� It is seen that there exist two modes of this distribution
with just di�erent dependencies on 	 and N � The mode with the larger values of
m decreases under increasing of 	 and N while the mode with the smaller values of
m increases under increasing of 	 and does not change under increasing of N � Such
separation of probability distribution of m into two modes has not been noticed earlier
���� Thus may be due to an overly large step used for histograms drawing�

These two modes are separated by m � ��
� so we have taken m� � ��
�� It means
that stable states have been treated as unspurious only if m � ��
��

Since a preliminary analysis showed that the dependence of P� on 	 should be
approximated by logistic function it is more convenient to express it in the form

P� � 	�	 � expF 	��� ��

where F 	� is supposed to be linear function� Dependence of F � ln	�P� � 	�� on 	
for di�erent values of N is shown in Fig� �� It is seen that dependence of F on 	 is
really very close to linear� As shown in Fig� �a all approximating straight lines cross
at the point 	 � 	cr

�� ��	�� Thus we may put

F � AN�	 � 	cr� �B ��

where B �� ����� Dependence A on N is shown in Fig� �b� Under increasing of N it
tends to the straight line with the slope C �� ��	� In ��� dependence F on 	 and N has
been approximated by the same formula �� but with other coe�cients� C �� ������
B �� ����� This discrepancy may be a�ected by the in�uence of the second mode
in probability distribution of m which has not been separated from another mode in
calculation of P� in ���� As was mentioned above� this mode with smaller values of
m has not decreased under increasing of N in the used region N 	 ��� and 	 � 	cr�
Probability P� that the overlap m between etalon and the correspondent stable state
is in the region ��
� 	 m 	 ��
� is shown in Fig� �� It may be under N 
 ��� this
probability decreases and its dependence on a and N results in the values of B and
C obtained in ���� But it must be noted that our results con�rm the main conclusion
made in ��� that under N ��� the dependence of P� on 	 tends to the step function�
P� � 	 for 	 � 	cr and P� � � for 	 � 	cr�

The obtained dependence of mst on 	 for di�erent values of N is shown in Fig� ��
Limit dependence of mst on 	 for N � � calculated in ��� with the use of replica
symmetric theory is also shown in Fig� �� It is seen that the results of simulation tend
to limit curve under increasing N but yet they are far from it for N � ����

��� Evaluation of basins of attraction

To evaluate probability qmth� that given initial state X � which has overlap with given
etalon X l mX ��X l� � mth converges to stable state in its vicinity if it exists� �ve
di�erent random noisy variants of each etalon with given initial overlap mX ��X l� �
mth were sequentially used as initial network states� In other respects experiments
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were the same as described in the previous section� Thus each value of qmth� was
calculated by ��PL trials�

The obtained dependence of q on 	 and N under the di�erent values of mth has the
same form as similar dependence for P�� This dependence also may be approximated
by formula �� and �� where AN� �� CN �D� Dependence of 	cr� B� C and D on
mth are shown in Fig� �� For N �� we may assume that

q �

���
��

	 if 	 � 	crmth�

� in the opposite case�

The obtained dependence of 	cr on mth is close to one obtained in the paper ��� by
macrodynamic approximation of retrieval procedure� Inverse dependence which deter�
mines the border of basin of attractivity for given 	 is shown in Fig� �� in comparison
with the similar dependence obtained in ����

��� Amount of information extracted from the network by

correction

To evaluate this amount by formula �� we use the limit dependencies of mst	� cal�
culated in ��� under N � � and shown in Fig� �� � and the dependence of mth	�
which determines the basin of attractivity for given 	� also shown in Fig� �� It may
be expected with high probability that for initial overlap exceeding mth	� for given
stored pattern NN activity will converge to a stable state having the overlap mst	�
with this pattern� In the opposite case NN activity will converge to some spurious sta�
ble state and no information will be extracted from the memory� Thus for 	 � 	crmth�
information E� must be calculated by formula �� and for 	 � 	crmth� it must be put
to be zero�

Dependence of E� on 	 calculated by this way for mth � ��� is shown in Fig� ��
The maximal values E�	� calculated by formula �� for minimal value mth	�

corresponding to the border of basin of attractivity for given 	 are shown in Fig� �� It
is seen that maximal amount of information which can be extracted from one synapse
due to correction reaches at 	 �� ��	� and mth

�� ��� value E�
�� ��	�

��� Amount of information extracted from the network by

recognition

This amount see formulae 	� and ��� is determined by the probability P � that in�
put pattern X � which is recognized as familiar is really familiar� Probability P � was
calculated for di�erent values mth by M trials for each given set of etalons which then
was averaged by 	� di�erent random sets of etalons for each combination of values
N and L� Unfortunately increase of mth causes exponential decrease of probability
that given trial with X � as initial state will provide the stable state X �� such that
mX ��X ��� � mth� That is� the number of trials M which is necessary for accurate
evaluation of P � must exponentially increase� So we succeed in evaluation of P � only
for mth 	 ����
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Dependence of I � � 	�N�ld	�P �� on 	 for di�erent values of N is shown in Fig� ��
It is seen that there exist the range of 	 and mth where the value of P

� is close to 	 in
spite of the large number of spurious states which is known to exist for used values of
N and L� It means that in this range of 	 and mth attractiveness for spurious states
are rather small in comparison with the attractiveness of stored patterns� that is the
shape of basins of attractivity for spurious states is very complex and as a rule NN
activity beginning from some initial state tends not to the nearest spurious stable state
but to one of the farther stable states having the overlap with initial state exceeding
mth� On the contrary the shape of basins of attraction for stored patterns is rather
simpler and their borders are determined only by initial overlap mth shown in Fig� ��

It is also seen that dependence of I � on 	 can be approximated by formula

I � �

���
��

���	 � 	�mth�� for 	 � 	�mth�

� for 	 � 	�mth�

�

where dependence 	�mth� coincides approximately with the border of basins of attrac�
tivity for stored templates shown in Fig� ��

The amount of information which can be extracted from one synaptic connection
due to recognition in the limit case N � � was calculated by formula �� where I �

was calculated by 
� and 	�mth� was evaluated from curve in Fig� �� Corresponding
dependence E� on 	 for mth � ��� is shown in Fig� �� It is seen that information which
is extracted due to correction is much greater than for recognition� This is typical for
NN sequential dynamics� For parallel dynamics the relation is opposite ����

At last we can evaluate the information amount which may be extracted from the
network due to both correction and recognition� Dependence of E � E� � E� on 	
for mth � ��� is shown in Fig� �� The limit dependence of E on 	 calculated by
formula �� is shown in Fig� �� It is seen that maximal amount of information which
can be extracted from the memory is obtained at 	 �� ��	� and mth

�� ��� reaches
approximately value ��	�� This value is close to one calculated in ��� by formula ��
under the implicit presumption that the last term in this formula is negligibly small�
Here we have shown that for special decoding procedure such presumption is valid�

� Conclusions

Computer simulation of Hop�eld network informational properties con�rmed those
which were obtained earlier by various analytical approximations ���� ���� ���� ���� Fur�
thermore it gave evaluation of attractiveness for true and spurious stable states� It
was shown that there exist the range of 	 and mth where attractiveness of spurious
states falls much faster than the attractiveness of true states� This property of Hop�
�eld network allows for the proposal of a special decoding procedure which provides
the extraction of ��	� bit of information per one synaptical connection�

It was shown that in the optimal case when the total information which is extracted
from the memory is close to its maximum the greater part of information is extracted

�



due to correction of input patterns� This is typical for multi�step retrieval of stored
patterns and opposed to the case of single�step retrieval when the greater part of
information is extracted by recognition of input patterns�
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Fig� �� Probability distribution of overlaps mXi�X
�� between stored patterns Xi

and stable states in their vicinities for 	 � ��	� and ���� and
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Fig� �a� Dependence of F � ln	�P� � 	� on 	 for di�erent values of N �
a�	 
circle� ���	 
rectangle� ��� and 
triangle� ����

		



Fig� �b� Slopes of approximating straight lines for F in dependence on N �
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Fig� �� Dependence of P� on 	 for di�erent values of N � 
circle� ���	 
rectangle�
��� and 
triangle� ����
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Fig� �� Mean overlaps between stored patterns and stable states in their vicinities in
dependence on 	 and N � Solid lines for N � 	��� ��� and ��� correspond to

m� � ��
�	 dashed lines correspond to m� � ��
�� A line for N �� is taken from ���
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Fig� �� Parameters of basins of attractors for stored patterns in dependence on 	

see text��
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Fig� � Mean overlap between stored patterns and stable states in their vicinities mst	
the border of basins of attractors for stored patterns mth	 limit information which can
be extracted from one synapse due to correction E� and total limit information which
can be extracted from one synapse due to both correction and recognition for N ���

Dashed line is the border of basins of attractors taken from ���
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Fig� �� Information which is extracted from one synapse due to recognition E�	
due to correction E� and total E � E� � E� for mth � ����
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Fig� 	� Dependence of I � on 	 for di�erent values of N and mth	 
triangle� N � ��	

circle� N � ��	 
square� N � ���
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